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1. Introduction
CLARIN is a large-scale pan-European initiative to create,
coordinate and make language resources and technology
available and readily usable. Many of CLARIN resources
are text corpora and one of services provided by CLARIN
centres is Federated Content Search (CLARIN-FCS). It is
a service for searching content of individual corpora in a
standard way. Using a formal protocol the results of corpus
queries could be processed by different systems or applica-
tions to provide a user interface for end users or to further
compute or combine results into more sophisticated infor-
mation.
One of corpus search engines which provides the men-
tioned FCS service is NoSketch Engine. It is a powerful
and complex system for corpus querying and overall han-
dling which is easy to install and customise. We have added
the FCS support to the system and this paper shows how the
system was prepared for Czech CLARIN endpoint.
The structure of this paper is the following: the next two
sections describes CLARIN-FCS and NoSketch Engine in
more details, the following section presents installation of
NoSketch Engine as an CLARIN-FCS endpoint service in
Czech CLARIN (LINDAT) project.

2. Federated Content Search
The CLARIN-FCS Interface Specification defines a set of
capabilities, an extensible result format and a set of re-
quired operations. CLARIN-FCS is based on open stan-
dards like XML and SRU.1 The original specification re-
quires to search content of one source (language resource),
but CLARIN-FCS exploits SRU’s extension mechanism to
search in several different sources from one URL. NoS-
ketch Engine uses this extension.
The CLARIN project not only defines the format of input
and respective output of the service there are also reference
implementations and automatic endpoint testing services.
NoSketch Engine fulfils all the required formats.

3. NoSketch Engine
NoSketch Engine is an open-source project combining
Manatee and Bonito into a powerful and free corpus man-
agement system (Rychly, 2007). Manatee is a corpus man-
agement tool including corpus building and indexing, fast

1Search/Retrieval via URL, for specification and more infor-
mation see http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/

querying and providing basic statistical measures. It utilise
a fast indexing library called Finlib. Bonito is a graphi-
cal user interface to corpora maintained by Manatee. It is
a web interface written in Python which can be run under
any web-server supporting the CGI.
NoSketch Engine is a limited version of the software em-
powering the famous Sketch Engine service (Kilgarriff et
al., 2004), a commercial variant offering word sketches,
thesaurus, keyword computation, user-friendly corpus cre-
ation and many other excellent features.
Manatee is able to deal with extremely large corpora, it is
successfully used for a 70+ billion word corpus (English
part of the ClueWeb collection (Pomikálek et al., 2012))
and is able to provide a platform for computing a wide
range of lexical statistics. The system provides the follow-
ing modules:

• Concordancer: show words in context
The powerful query language can be used to find in-
teresting words or phrases in a corpus, any annotation
could be used in the queries, there are many filter-
ing and sampling options. The resulting concordance
could be sorted in various ways and collocations and
frequency distributions of keywords, context or text
types could be computed.

• Word-lists: searching and browsing of words or any
annotation (lemma, part of speech, morphology tags,
text types).

• Keywords: comparing corpora or sub-corpora to a
reference corpus. It finds those words that are most
frequent in the corpus, in comparison with their fre-
quency in a reference corpus. Keywords also let us
discover the distinctive vocabulary of a domain. For
example, keywords extracted from corpus Environ-
ment using reference corpus enTenTen08 are listed in
Figure 1.

• Parallel corpora: search many parallel corpora and dis-
play respective translations.

NoSketch Engine is an open source system, it is distributed
under the GNU GPL license. The system serves as a base
for several other corpus systems or applications. NoSketch
Engine and derived systems are used by thousands of users
worldwide. The lead users have been dictionary publishers
and it is in day-to-day use for lexicography at Oxford Uni-
versity Press, Cambridge University Press, Harper Collins,
Macmillan, Cornelsen and the Instituut voor Nederlandse



Figure 1: Example of keywords extracted from corpus En-
vironment

Lexicologie (INL, Institute of Dutch Lexicology) among
others. It is used for big national corpora in the Nether-
lands, Slovenia, Croatian, Hungary, Russia, and many oth-
ers.

4. LINDAT FCS Service
The LINDAT/CLARIN Centre for Language Research In-
frastructure is a Czech part of CLARIN. The project is
funded by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of
the Czech Republic. It is a type B Centre and provides
CLARIN-FCS service for selected corpora.
There are about 60 language resources of corpus type in the
LINDAT repository. About half of that are corpora not suit-
able for text search – these include for example speech cor-
pora, annotation-only data (additional annotation to a dif-
ferent language resource without the content itself).
All suitable corpora2 was transformed into vertical format
and encoded for NoSketch Engine.

2With the exception of W2C – Web to Corpus – collection of
120 automatically generated corpora of very low quality

The CLARIN-FCS support was added into NoSketch En-
gine. There are two non-trivial oprations (scan and
searchRetrieve) which are translated into two NoSketch En-
gine methods (wordlist and concordance). The translation
of an input is quite straightforward and translation of the
output into FCS XML format is done via an Bonito’s tem-
plating framework. The biggist problem of the implemen-
tation was finding the right format (or set of features) of
many corner cases which are not defined by the SRU spec-
ification but required by conformance tests.
All available corpora could be accessed not only by FCS
queries which are suitable for further processing, but also
by Bonito user interface. Using Bonito, we can use much
more advances queries: use all available annotation (POS
tags, lemma, etc.), find phrases or syntactic structures, or
use the full Manatee’s query language. An example of a
concordance is at Figure 2.
The system is installed on one server of the Brno part of the
LINDAT project. It is easy to modify graphical appearance
of the system, all LINDAT specific graphical styles was in-
corporated in the installation. An example of the system
page is at Figure 3.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents an off-the-shelf system NoSketch En-
gine which is ready to provide Federated Content Search
endpoint service for text corpora. It is easy to install and
easy to prepare any corpus for indexing and searching. The
system scales well in many ways, it can be used for cor-
pora of size up to 100 billion tokens, it is language and
tag-set independent, the number of positional and struc-
tural attributes are not limited. It provides both CLARIN-
FCS services and advance corpus search including word list
and concordance creation, filtering and sorting of a concor-
dance.
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Figure 2: Example of a concordance (Czech Named Entity Corpus 2.0, query <ne type="p-"/>)

Figure 3: Example of and corpus description in LINDAT style. (Czech Named Entity Corpus 2.0)


